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The article deals with the freedom and safety of an individual under market conditions and ethical limits of 
market expression in the attitude of liberalism and Christian social science.Liberalism and Christian social 
teaching admits that market and its mechanism gives an individual and society an opportunity to fulfil their 
needs better, but differently estimates ethical limits of market expression. It is shown that in the attitude of 
Christian social teaching the goal of economic action is not only to create welfare for society and the indi-
vidual but also to secure its safety. In its turn, creation of safety is associated with the necessity to overcome 
the single-acting dominance of economic values in the market society: ethic values by which economic action 
of the individual and society should be measured have to penetrate into economic space.
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Introduction

Under market conditions, selling (essential-
ly, it is trade) is becoming the dominant form 
of lifestyle and activity for most people. Peo-
ple are constantly accustomed “to buy and 
sell” which is their job, abilities, realty, etc. By 
the way, both a seller and a buyer benefit from 
that selling. However, despite this mutual ben-
efit the effect of such bargain process (buying 
and selling) is more often under consideration. 
There is some doubt as to whether really both 
sides benefit equally, whether the selling is real-
ly unconstrained and advantageous for the sell-
er (Hook 2007: 18–21). Even in the Old Testa-
ment it was noticed: “As the stud is nailed in the 
gap of bricks thus the sin lies between the buyer 
and the seller” (Siracho 27: 2–3). Is the market 
(its shifts) really such a good “settler” of right 
and fair selling as the liberals claim?

As it is known, liberalism is prone to admit 
grand rights for the omnipotent market. To ex-
pand its limits it spares much more attention 
than for social sphere. It is not surprising. After 
all, the theory of liberalism defends the individ-
ual’s freedom and self-expression from all the 
possible infringement, especially from the na-
tional institutes’ attempts to limit it. It defends 
as much as it can. 

On the other hand, it is clear that the in-
dividual’s freedom of action must have limits. 
These limits are determined by social norms, 
which all have to accept and stand by them. Ex-
actly the fact that there are these social norms 
in the society creates advantageous conditions: 
firstly, to improve itself as a social system; sec-
ondly, to communicate and cooperate among 
individuals in order to seek well (welfare) which 
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everybody understands in their own way and 
is prone to seek it in a particular manner. As 
people seek for a different well (various kinds 
of well), they use various ways and means. It is 
important that the freedom to seek for welfare 
is appreciable for everybody.

Equally the theory of liberalism accepts a 
variety of actions (spheres) and their relative 
self-sufficiency. In other words, it is inclined 
strongly to dissociate a state from the market, 
accepts the principle realization of authorities’ 
division, and defends the individual’s forms of 
self-expression autonomy and independence of 
the state (family, clubs, professions, art, science, 
religion, autonomy existence of associations).

As stated above, liberals particularly de-
fend a person’s autonomy. What does it mean? 
Acceptance of a person’s autonomy means the 
acceptance of rights to act according to one’s 
own principles and appreciable attitudes. In 
fact, such requirement for autonomy can be-
come a cover to excuse various neuroses and 
phobias of the individual (for instance, accept-
ing for a particular national (or sexual) group of 
people, their peculiarity of self-expression and 
lifestyle, one can require for autonomy, excep-
tional rights and make the majority to tolerate 
doubtful attitudes). Under the requirement of 
autonomy one can seek to dominate in a par-
ticular sphere (social, cultural, etc.) (Hercog 
1989: 162–174). Therefore, the requirement for 
autonomy always raises more issues than there 
are answers. In that way, it is always wanted to 
make exceptional rights for the individual or 
for a particular group. This ambition has to be 
not only based but also its particular universal-
ly balanced means for implementation have to 
be found. So, actually autonomy, the individu-
al’s as well, can be implemented only on a socie-
ty level through adequate democratic institutes. 
Collective autonomy is based on collective self-
rule according to the principles and solutions, 
which are supported by each of its members. 
Autonomy as well as freedom needs social con-
ditions, which give an opportunity to realize 
most important rights of market and private 
possession. If there is no, the freedom and au-

tonomy essentially are not possible. If business 
is limited or not accepted, human rights are also 
limited. According to the liberals, strictly to dis-
sociate public life from private is the only pos-
sibility to solve this problem. It is important for 
an individual not only freely and by oneself to 
seek for welfare but also welfare made by his/
her attempts shall be protected, for him/her to 
have all the right for it. By creating welfare for 
oneself he/she will create it for others as well: 
workplaces and worldly goods for consum-
ers will be made. So, liberals require autonomy 
for the individual and collective autonomy for 
business organization as well.  

The question, to what degree an individual 
is really free under market conditions, and to 
what degree market is and can be free, where 
are its limits of expression, raises?

The goal of the article is to try to discuss the 
action freedom of an individual under market 
conditions and ethical limits of market expres-
sion in the attitude of liberalism and Christian 
social science.

Christian ethic and individual  
economic action

According to the Christian social science, econ-
omy is only one of a person’s spheres of action. 
However, it is important because its achieve-
ments create welfare for the individual and so-
ciety. Seeking for it as well as created welfare 
has to be realized and appreciated. Only then it 
gets sense. Ethics helps to realize goals’ signif-
icance of economic action (Messner 1995). In 
such a way it influences further development of 
economy. In turn, ethics by placing economic 
action of an individual is constantly expanding 
its limits: it becomes a concrete means which 
places economic reality and improves itself. So, 
it may be claimed that economy and ethic com-
plement one another (Pope’s John Paul encyc-
licals: “Centessimus anus” 1991).

According to the Christian attitude, it is get-
ting clearer that economy and business cannot 
refer only to its logic and stay exclusive, inde-
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pendent (Hoffner 1996: 150–214). Ethics can 
and has to evaluate how individuals refer to val-
ues in their economic action, to realize the as-
pect of economical development itself, its ob-
jectives and attitudes, especially utilitarianism 
in the aspect of homoeconomy (Novak 1984). In 
other words, it is one’s as God’s creation’s voca-
tion implementation in the earth to help real-
ize to what degree a person’s, as economic sub-
ject’s, action is turned not only to production of 
items but also to self improvement. 

In the Christian attitude market cannot be 
absolutely independent. It would influence fa-
talistic consequences for a person: he/she would 
only be its victim without right and power 
to change something. Meanwhile a person is 
God’s creation who has to rule the world and its 
resources. In this sense, he is the greatest worth.

At the same time he is the small author. 
Things created by hands and intelligence of hu-
man being (as well as market means) are also 
his pieces (Hoffner 1996: 7–65). Human must 
not become their slave, more over, the slave of 
anonymous market forces. Furthermore, the 
economic power, created by human exertion 
also shows the level of his personal responsi-
bility and ethical maturity. Thus, the “faceless 
market” is just the production of human intel-
ligence and hands, which, unfortunately, is in-
creasingly starting to threaten its author.

That is why the integration of economics 
and ethics is necessary.

On the one hand, this integration would 
mean the admission of necessity to construe 
the omnipotent market and human econom-
ic activity there in the aspect of ethics. That is, 
the extent in which it is able to degrade the hu-
man, enforce him to play by its rules and make 
him dependant on them. (But this should not 
be allowed as it would contradict the Christian 
social tuition, which states the primacy of hu-
man being).

On the other hand, the integration of eth-
ics into economics would mean the necessi-
ty to admit the importance of personal values 
to the success of economic actions. Person ap-
peals to fundamental worth in his economic ac-

tions (business) and has patent way to rehabili-
tate faceless market space. He influences it pos-
itively, in such way humanizing one of the most 
important movers of economic headway – the 
competition (Uertzas 1994: 87–107).

It is obvious that economic (business) po-
tential is growing constantly. The danger of 
the created products and services (production 
of weapons of mass destruction, artificial intel-
ligence, medical strides, as cloning, changing 
gender, etc.) to safe and precious existence of 
human, as a biosociocultural being, is increas-
ing as well. The attempt to natural human rights 
is made in pursuance to limit them (e.g. pro-
prietorship, the right to obtain reliable infor-
mation in face of monopolized ecumenical in-
formational organizations). This new econom-
ic reality and its threat to human are common-
ly viewed twofold.

Firstly, following moral logics and legal pro-
visions, that is to watch if economic reality is 
created strictly according to legal regulations, 
stated in laws. It is important to respect laws 
while creating economic welfare. Human being 
is eliminated from economic realty as a subject.

Secondly, following provisions of enthusias-
tic ethics, that especially points up human cour-
age, activity, optimistic view to the world, de-
fiance of difficulties and means to overcome 
them while seeking his constant study or good, 
foremost for himself.

Both of these attitudes to economic reality 
and its creation are single-acting.

According to Christian provision, the eco-
nomic reality which is valued only by mor-
al logics and legal regulations becomes inade-
quate, because then the unproductive economic 
systems that counter and deform human nature 
can be excused. We can analyze soviet econo-
my model as an example. It was functioning ac-
cording to legal provisions that were sanctioned 
by “socialistic” state, that is, it was legally ac-
cepted by collectivistic economic model. How-
ever, this system seemed not only economical-
ly inefficient, but it was also morally destruc-
tive. It destroyed trust among Soviet Union 
nations, the belief of a human in his/her own 
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power. The system also contributed to the de-
cline of labor ethos and strengthened the tem-
per of state’s dependants. But the main thing 
was stimulating and maintaining the degrada-
tion of a human worth system. The true values 
(like truth, honesty, freedom, responsibility) 
were exchanged for pseudo-values (like devo-
tion to a party, blind obedience to authority, re-
fusal of own personal rights, etc.) or deformed. 
Given strained values a deformed econom-
ic system, which matched those human pro-
visions, but seemed to inanimate, was created. 
For this reason, now it is obvious that being on 
the track of creation of the civilized economy, it 
is necessary to eliminate cultural and moral de-
cline, that is, to return the real meaning of val-
ues. The creation of market is linked with ethics: 
the whole person is involved in economic proc-
ess, not only with his economic knowledge and 
experience, (that is undoubtedly important) but 
also with his ethical worth.

It would be also inadequate to value eco-
nomic reality blindly following provisions of 
enthusiastic ethics, because it essentially ne-
glects the importance of solidarity and produc-
tivity (effectiveness) approximation, seeking for 
economic wealth.

Connection between values of solidarity 
and productivity

Although solidarity and productivity are closely 
related, they differ from the standpoint of over-
all wealth creation and realization of personal 
objectives and ambitions. Solidarity is the en-
deavor of public wealth: the personal efforts and 
strivings are pointed to the direction, which 
best serves to the wealth of society. Solidari-
ty, as a value, is overall (universal). It is being 
reached by ignoring the available capital, social 
position, religion, race or gender. Productivity 
(effectiveness), as a value, is a more constrict-
ed notion. It is being associated with utilitari-
an objectives, particular result, which is firstly 
important to its seeking person (or group), but 
not to community. Consequently, these values 

necessarily conflict each other. Mostly it is evi-
dent in human economic activity.

Christian social science requires that a hu-
man seeking for personal goals would not offend 
the wealth of community, the natural rights of 
another person, assure social justice, individu-
al social and ecological safety. In turn, the ob-
jective of a social wealth is an easy disposition 
of individuals (and social groups), that are pro-
ceeding in economic activity. There is also a 
need of exertion in order to obtain a particular 
result. Therefore, these values should be harmo-
nized. The scope, range and success of this har-
monization mostly depends on maturity of civil 
society, the readiness of its members to organ-
ize companies and groups having common in-
terests, that are capable to think and act jointly 
towards common goals. It also depends on the 
recognition, that an individual, when making 
decisions, has a right to take risk, which is con-
current to responsibility. The size of responsibil-
ity of an individual right to risk is in turn influ-
enced by objective (such as integrity and stabil-
ity of state economic politics, favorable attitude 
of community towards individual incentives, 
general level of business ethics) and subjective 
(such as moral attribution of people participat-
ing in economic activity, their value orienta-
tion and priorities, their objectives and means 
to achieve them) factors. The conflict of solidar-
ity and productivity values and success of its re-
duction and consistency particularly depends on 
specifying and functioning of the above-men-
tioned matters; concisely, it is made in particu-
lar economic activity of every individual.

Besides, assessing the economic reality in 
the viewpoint of enthusiastic ethics, the risk to 
trample natural rights of another person and 
admit the liberty of “the strong”, especially his 
right to monopolism occurs (Nelson 1989: 45–
48).

While assessing economic reality, unfortu-
nately, it is common to follow the two above-
mentioned attitudes: whether to look at it in 
viewpoint of validity of laws or individual right 
to seek for good incessantly. Essentially in such 
a way the cruelty of economics is being excused. 
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It is further developed ignoring the individu-
al, not reckoning to his natural rights and even 
allowing demeaning him. Economics and the 
subject of economic activity (human) itself, 
conditioned by the consumer society, becomes 
the slave of utilitarianism. It is forgotten, that 
the individual (human) is an economic subject. 
Everything that is created must benefit not only 
from his material wealth, but also from his spir-
itual perfection and his personality process. The 
economics and its development lacks an an-
thropological vision that could help more clear-
ly realize and name the value orientations of so-
ciety economical activity in market conditions.

It is obvious that market economics has its 
own values (in fact, pretty concise, e.g. market 
demand), which it pays attention to. Together 
it increasingly creates new values that are rather 
specific (e.g. the quality of consumption) (Ross 
1988: 29–30). While creating its own values, 
market economy is trying to supplant the uni-
versal values (such as truth, freedom, justice, 
etc.) from the consciousness of an individual or 
society or to read them in its own way. Let us 
take the value of “truth”. Business understands 
truth differently in market conditions. Various 
aspects of truth are available, depending on 
what is being sought. (Could a company tell all 
the truth if it wanted to sell its product? Hardly 
ever. Thus, the truth and truth in case of market 
conditions is not the same. The need to survive 
and find own niche in the market stimulates an 
increasingly declining need for true values (let 
us remember advertisements). In this way the 
truth is being destroyed. The allergy of socie-
ty to true values is increasing. The cult of new 
values (pseudo values) is more and more being 
entrenched in minds of consumer society (Lee 
1982; Zaretsky 1986).

On the other hand, the economic activi-
ty based on new values does not always create 
welfare to everybody (Ropke 1990: 68–72). A 
rather big number of citizens of the developed 
Western European countries are not definite-
ly satisfied with the results of market economy 
and, especially, the standard of living, which, 
from our point of view, is rather high. Not eve-

rybody in Lithuania is happy with market de-
velopment results as well. Thus, new values cre-
ated by market economy are not equally accept-
ed and they cannot perfectly match all needs. 

It is true that a market demand is a value, 
but only one from many. It is also true that we 
are and should onward be the creators of val-
ues, not only of economic, but also of those 
satisfying needs of people which economics 
does not pay attention to, because they do not 
participate in economic process, though be-
ing members of society - our relatives (unem-
ployed, invalids). That is why, according to 
Christian social science, economic individu-
al activity should be based on more compre-
hensive value (not only economic) basis. Only 
then a human will be able to successfully im-
plement God’s will to master world’s resources 
and create welfare.

God blesses every activity and incentive, no 
matter if it is our intellectual or physical activi-
ty. Every attempt of human being is blessed by 
God. Especially, that is directed to major and 
versatile fulfillment of existing unsatisfied needs 
of society (Power 1990: 89–90). The activity of 
a businessman stands as very generous by this 
viewpoint. It would be inappropriate to forget 
that he uses services of other people, involving 
them into a particular action. He is also using 
science and technical achievements, provides 
opportunities to progress and influences proc-
esses of nurture and education. This significant-
ly expands the limits of his freedom and choice 
(Raz 1986). Together it increases the responsi-
bility for tasks and the results of their imple-
mentation, their after-effects to human material 
wealth and versatile spiritual perfection (Wer-
hahn 1996: 65–125). These results are achieved 
through economics (business). For this reason 
economics must be ethical (Paul, Miller 1985). 
This means, that single-acting of economic val-
ues in market society should be defeated. The 
ethical values should be integrated into eco-
nomic space (Pesche 1996: 233–242). These 
should be the measures of economical activi-
ty of an individual and society. “Ethics would 
infuse to economics additional strength and 
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would present additional substantiation of new 
specific economic values that are rising in mar-
ket society and integrate them into scale of uni-
versal (general human) values” (Raz 1986: 65). 
The individual would obtain possibility to live 
in society and have not only economical, but 
also moral liabilities.

Conclusions

Liberalism and Christian social teaching ad-
mit that the market and its mechanism creates 
an opportunity for an individual and society to 
better satisfy their needs and differently assess 
ethical limits of market exertion. 

In the viewpoint of liberalism, contempo-
rary market not only helps to satisfy individual 
needs, but also educates him/her as a consum-
er (in a broad sense), offering him new goods 
and services. Thus, market becomes the propo-
nent of necessary human values – economical 
and political goods (functioning of democrat-
ic apparatus), as well as utility and prestige set-
ter and prompter of their acquisition. Values 
that have no market admittance and “benedic-
tion” are not true values. In such way an indi-
vidual becomes a slave of market and its cher-
ished values and norms; at the same time, he is 
demanded only one thing – obedience to mar-
ket laws only: then the life, according to them, 
will be ethically motivated.

In the viewpoint of Christian social sci-
ence, market is just a production of human 
hands and intelligence, for this reason it may 
not become superior to the creator. The creat-
ed and nurtured market values are rather spe-
cific (consuming quality). They are definite-
ly important, but not only ones: a human has 
a right and may seek for those values that are 
not accepted by the market, but personally im-
portant to him. In this situation he should be 
supported not only by the community, but also 
by the state that is obliged to create conditions 
for every member of society to seek for his own 
purposes, with respect to supreme values – hu-
man and his dignity, that may not be sacrificed 

to omnipotence of faceless market. As the goal 
of economic activity is to satisfy individual and 
society needs, its results may and must be meas-
ured not only by economic (benefit, efficiency), 
but also by ethical (consistency with individu-
al objectives) scale.
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INDIVIDO LAISVĖ IR SAUGA LIBERALIZMO IR 
KRIKŠČIONIŠKOJO SOCIALINIO MOKSLO POŽIŪRIU

Valdas Pruskus

Straipsnyje atskleidžiama, kad li be ra li z mas ir krikš čio ni ška sis so cia li nis mo kymas pri pa žįs ta, jog rin ka ir jos 
me cha ni z mas su da ro ga li my bę in di vi dui ir vi suo me nei ge riau pa ten kin ti sa vo po rei kius, ta čiau skir tin gai 
ver ti na rin kos raiš kos eti nes ri bas. Li be ra li z mo po žiū riu, šiuo lai ki nė rin ka ne tik pa de da in di vi dui ge riau 
pa ten kin ti po rei kius, bet ir ug do jį kaip var to to ją (pla čią ja pras me), siū ly da ma vis nau jų pre kių ir pa slau gų. 
Tai gi rin ka tam pa ne tik žmo gui rei ka lin gų ver ty bių – tiek eko no mi nių, tiek po li ti nių (de mo kra ti jos apa ra to 
funk cio na vi mas) – siū ly to ja, bet ir jų nau din gu mo bei pres ti žiš ku mo nu sta ty to ja ir įgi ji mo ska tin to ja. Ver ty-
bės, ku rios ne tu ri rin kos pri pa ži ni mo, „pa lai mi ni mo“, nė ra tik ros ver ty bės. Taip in di vi das tam pa sa vo ti š ku 
rin kos ir jos puo se lė ja mų ver ty bių bei nor mų įkai tu, iš ku rio rei ka lau ja ma vie no – pa klus nu mo tik rin kos 
dės niams: gy ve ni mas pa gal juos bū siąs eti š kai mo ty vuo tas. Krikš čio ni ško jo so cia li nio mo kslo po žiū riu rin-
ka yra tik žmo gaus ran kų ir pro to kū ri nys, to dėl ji ne ga li bū ti auk ščiau už pa tį kū rė ją. Rin kos ku ria mos ir 
puo se lė ja mos ver ty bės yra spe ci fi nės (pvz., var to ji mo ko ky bė). Jos ne a be jo ti nai svar bios, bet ne vie nin te lės: 
žmo gus tu ri tei sę ir ga li siek ti tų ver ty bių, ku rios nė ra rin kos pri pa žin tos, bet jam as me ni š kai svar bios. Čia jis 
tu rįs jaus ti re a lią pa ra mą ne tik ben druo me nės, bet ir val sty bės, ku rios prie der mė – su da ry ti są ly gas vi siems 
ir kiek vie nam vi suo me nės na riui siek ti sa vų tiks lų, pai sant aukš čiau sios ver ty bės – žmo gaus ir jo oru mo, ku ris 
ne ga li bū ti au ko ja mas be vei dės rin kos ta ria mai vi sa ga ly bei. Ka dan gi eko no mi nio vei ki mo tiks las yra pa ten-
kin ti in di vi do ir vi suo me nės po rei kius, tai jo re zul ta tai ga li ir tu ri bū ti ma tuo ja mi ne tik eko no mi niu (nau dos, 
efek ty vu mo), bet ir eti niu (ne prieš ta rin gu mo in di vi do sie kiams) mas te liu. Parodoma, kad krikščioniškojo 
socialinio mokymo požiūriu ekonominio veikimo uždavinys yra ne tik sukurti visuomenės ir individo gerovę, 
bet ir užtikrinti jų saugą. Saugos kūrimas savo ruožtu neatsiejamas nuo būtinumo įveikti ekonominių vertybių 
vyravimo rinkos visuomenėje vienpusiškumą: į ekonomikos erdvę turi įsilieti etikos vertybės, kuriomis derėtų 
matuoti ekonominį individo ir visuomenės veikimą. 

Reikšminiai žodžiai: individas, krikščioniškasis socialinis mokymas, liberalizmas, rinka, solidarumas, ver-
tybės, ekonominis veikimas.
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